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ABSTRACT

leaves its original network [1, 2, 5]. One classic source-end defense
solution, D-WARD [5], monitors both inward and outward traffic
statistics of the network it polices in order to compare current
network traffic information to predefined normal flow patterns. DWARD defines the aggregate traffic from the entire source network
to a particular end host outside the source network as an agflow
and the aggregate traffic from one node in the source network
to a particular host outside the source network as a connection.
Whenever the collected traffic statistics suggest an agflow may be
malicious, D-WARD throttles all connections it identifies as even
slightly suspicious within this agflow in order to mitigate any DDoS
attacks.
However, IoT environments significantly suffer when a security solution throttles benign traffic. In an IoT environment, when
D-WARD defines a benign connection as suspicious, it throttles
this benign connection which forces an IoT device to retransmit
dropped segments. In a network of IoT medical devices or elderly
care monitors that ensure the well-being of their users, this loss
or severe delay of vital packets is unacceptable, and additionally,
any retransmission required of IoT devices further reduces their
precious battery life.
In this paper, we describe our system, FR-WARD (utilizing TCP’s
Fast Retransmit for Network Attack Recognition and Defense). It
utilizes the fast retransmit mechanism of TCP congestion control to
help shape the traffic that leaves a source network, which not only
limits the amount of DDoS traffic that leaves the source network
but also minimizes resource penalties on benign IoT devices.

While the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes increasingly popular
and pervasive in everyday objects, IoT devices often remain unprotected and can be exploited to launch large-scale distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. One could attempt to employ traditional DDoS defense solutions, but these solutions are hardly
suitable in IoT environments since they seldom consider the resource constraints of IoT devices.
This paper presents FR-WARD which defends against DDoS attacks launched from an IoT network. FR-WARD is an adaptation of
the classic DDoS defense system D-WARD. While both solutions are
situated near the attack sources and drop packets to throttle DDoS
traffic, FR-WARD utilizes the fast retransmit mechanism in TCP
congestion control to minimize resource penalties on benign IoT
devices. Based on our analysis and simulation results, FR-WARD
not only effectively throttles DDoS traffic but also minimizes retransmission overhead for benign IoT devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The majority of Internet of Things (IoT) devices lie in edge networks, so they are subject to similar security threats as any other
regular end host. However, due to their nature of low power and low
computational strength, IoT devices suffer from many additional
vulnerabilities. For example, an IoT device may not be capable of
running encryption algorithms or anti-virus software, and because
of this, many IoT devices become easy targets of botnets. Due to the
sheer size of IoT, these botnets can perform destructive distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. In fact, in October 2016, an IoT
botnet attacked and disabled a US-based DNS provider, Dyn, on
which many Fortune 500 companies rely [3]. This botnet comprised
an estimated 100,000 malicious IoT devices, and the attack achieved
upwards of 1 Tbps of DDoS traffic.
A classic approach against such an attack is to employ a sourceend defense solution to detect and thwart the attack traffic before it
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FR-WARD

FR-WARD has two main goals; first, it must throttle DDoS traffic
that leaves the source network it polices, but second, it must avoid
resource penalties on benign traffic. In order to achieve these goals,
FR-WARD shapes the traffic that leaves its policed network by utilizing the fast retransmit mechanism in TCP congestion control. In
TCP, if a sender receives three additional acknowledgements for
a particular previous segment in a row, the sender performs congestion control and cuts its window size in half (i.e. multiplicative
decrease) [4]. We define this set of three additional acknowledgements of a previously sent segment as a signal.
FR-WARD monitors and shapes the traffic in an IoT environment
in order to mitigate DDoS attacks leaving its policed network. It
labels agflows and connections as malicious, suspicious, or benign
similar to D-WARD, and when FR-WARD detects a malicious agflow,
FR-WARD throttles all connections it identifies as malicious within
this agflow. However, for each suspicious connection within this
agflow, instead of throttling it like D-WARD, FR-WARD sends a
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series of signals to the sender in order to shrink the size of the
sender’s TCP congestion window. It then monitors the IoT device’s
future traffic so that when an IoT device follows TCP congestion
control, FR-WARD relabels the suspicious connection as benign.
This allows FR-WARD to avoid throttling a benign connection, and
thus, FR-WARD avoids resource penalties on benign traffic. On the
other hand, if the IoT device fails to follow TCP congestion control
mechanisms and still transmits at the same (high) rate, FR-WARD
relabels the connection as malicious and begins throttling the traffic.
In this case, FR-WARD allows trace amounts of DDoS traffic to be
sent to the destination, but only for a very short duration. In fact,
FR-WARD can relabel a suspicious connection as malicious and
begin throttling within the length of a couple round trip times; in
most cases, this additional delay in throttling will be negligible.
However, FR-WARD must also prevent smarter DDoS attacks
than ones that blindly send TCP DDoS traffic. If an attacker knows a
source network utilizes FR-WARD, the attacker may design a DDoS
attack correspondingly. For example, a compromised device could
be programmed to follow TCP congestion control. When this occurs,
if FR-WARD only sends signals to initially stop the DDoS attack,
the compromised device could quickly return to a high sending
rate. In order to prevent this, FR-WARD sends multiple rounds
of signals to the sender in order to continuously restrict its TCP
congestion window to a reasonable size. This bounds the duration
of DDoS traffic from the policed network to a negligible amount
without penalizing the traffic from benign IoT devices. Denoting
s as the number of signals FR-WARD will send each round trip
time, or RTT , we can calculate s as s =

log2 ( W
A +1)
,
⌊ RTDT ⌋

Figure 1: The ratio of extra retransmissions caused by DWARD over FR-WARD during the transfer of a 15-MB file.
source network during a suspected DDoS attack. Upon detection
of a malicious agflow, D-WARD only allows W ∗ f segments to the
sender each RTT to mitigate any DDoS attacks. Therefore, when
the IoT device follows TCP congestion control, D-WARD drops
W − W ∗ f segments every 2RTT . Furthermore, as W increases
or f decreases, D-WARD drops more segments and thus, causes
more retransmissions. For FR-WARD, as f decreases, FR-WARD
must send more signals to correctly shape the traffic which leads to
more retransmissions from the IoT device. This causes the “mountain peak” in Figure 1 when f ≈ 21 . However, when W surpasses
approximately 6500, the amount of traffic D-WARD drops causes
overwhelmingly more retransmissions than the number of signals
FR-WARD sends even when f < 12 .

where D is the

negligible amount of time for a receiver to be under DDoS (an
external host may notify FR-WARD of a specific allowable DDoS
time, or FR-WARD can generically bound successful DDoS time by a
reasonable amount),W is the current window size of the sender, and
A is the amount of allowed segments each RTT . By this definition
of s, after FR-WARD detects a malicious agflow, when FR-WARD
sends s signals to the sender each RTT , and the sender follows
TCP congestion control, FR-WARD guarantees the DDoS attack
has ended after D seconds. Since s may not be a whole number,
FR-WARD sends ⌈s⌉ signals for the first m RTT s and ⌊s⌋ signals the
next ⌊ RTDT ⌋ − m RTT s where m is the smallest integer such that
⌈s⌉ ∗ m + ⌊s⌋ ∗ (⌊ RTDT ⌋ − m) ≥ s ∗ ⌊ RTDT ⌋.
Furthermore, since FR-WARD shapes the traffic of all suspicious
connections similarly, it must maintain minimal impact on benign
devices but maximal impact on malicious devices. Whether a suspicious connection attempts to send benign traffic or DDoS, the
receiver cannot handle transmission rates higher than A for a longer
period than D. By definition, after FR-WARD shapes the suspicious
connection, benign traffic sends segments at the quickest allowable
rate, but malicious traffic sends segments at a manageable rate.
Figure 1 examines how many more retransmissions D-WARD
requires than FR-WARD for a benign IoT device. In our simulation, a benign IoT device attempts to send a 15-MB file outside
of the network. We observed the number of retransmissions each
DDoS defense system required of the IoT device over two main
parameters: the sender’s congestion window size, W , at the time
D-WARD or FR-WARD detects a malicious agflow, and the pre-set
fraction, f , of traffic that D-WARD or FR-WARD allows to leave the
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CONCLUSION

FR-WARD is a source-end DDoS defense system that limits DDoS
traffic from leaving a policed IoT network, but it also guarantees
low negative effect on benign IoT devices. By utilizing the fast
retransmit mechanism of TCP, FR-WARD ensures that any DDoS
TCP flooding attack that leaves its policed network never surpasses
a negligible length of time, but additionally, FR-WARD minimizes
resource penalties for benign devices because a benign IoT device
always sends traffic at the quickest rate manageable by the receiver
and rarely must retransmit dropped packets.
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